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User's Manual
Chess Tournament Management Program "Chess Administrator"
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Program's application

The program is designed for chess tournament organizers and chess arbiters. It provides a set of integrated tools to deal with most of the technical details in the organization of chess events.
Main functionality
Purpose

The program is intended for chess organizers and chess arbiters, it encompasses most of the technical aspects of actual tournament management.
Operability

The program may be used for various kinds of chess tournaments: Round Robin, Swiss (several versions), Knock-out, Scheveningen as well as mixed ones.

The program allows to perform the following operations:

	register tournaments at the FIDE server for its further use for rating calculations;

make a detailed list of tournament participants (name, ID, country, rating, title, date of birth), using the consolidated list of players attached to the program. This allows to facilitate the process and minimize chances of misspelling of players' names that usually results in duplicate entries in rating lists;

For Swiss tournaments:

	make both automatic and manual pairing. Automatic pairing at the moment allows 3 varieties of Swiss pairing;

input round results. If organizers used electronic chess boards and there are games of the tournament in PGN format, game results can be registered automatically;
the program automatically generates the following after each round: results' tables, current standings, rating results, individual players' cards as well as tie-break calculations;
all table forms, such as list of players, pairings, round results, standings and, if there are games in PGN format, bulletin, may be exported to text format or be printed right from the program.

After the tournament is over all the necessary reports may be uploaded to the FIDE server through the World Wide Web.

User's Manual
1.	How to register a tournament.

	Start the program ChessAdm.exe, it will show as a window on the screen. Only three items of the menu will be active: "Tournament", "Options", "Window".
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	Select from menu – "Option/Language" the language of the interface and then "Tournament/New…" or click the icon "Create new tournament". The screen will show the window of tournament configuration.
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	Fill out the registration form. To specify the tournament's system (upper left corner), input its full title, the host country, status (kind), dates of start and end of the tournament (including official arrival and departure dates), host city/town, select time control, number of rounds, organizers and their contact details (address, telephone, fax, email, URL). Number of players will appear automatically after all the players' names are inputted. In order to save tournament information locally press "ОК". If you failed to fill out all the necessary fields, you will get corresponding message a message.


	In order to register the tournament at the FIDE server press "Register". Make sure your computer has an Internet connection at this moment. Registration may take some time (sometimes up to 1-2 minutes, most frequently – a few seconds) depending on your Internet channel and load-rate of the server. After receiving the query the server will process it and in case of the positive response, assign a tournament ID number. In case the tournament cannot be registered the server outputs a corresponding message containing the reason.


2.	How to make a tournament's list of players

a) After registering a new tournament or opening an existing one, items "Players" and "Reports" as well as several icons become active. 
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Select from the menu "Players/List…". The upper part of the window will display a full current FIDE rating list, the panel below it is used to edit tournament list of players.
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b) Then we recommend in field "Player Search" you type in several first letters of player's name (must be in English). When typing in player's name the list will automatically adjust itself to show the first matches found. At this moment is you use cursor buttons "Up" and "Down", you will move up and down the list. After selecting a player all you have to do is press "Enter" or click "Include" button and the player will be added to the list of tournament players.

c) If all the players are from the same country you may restrict search to a certain country by selecting it in the field "Country". This will facilitate the search.

d) There are other ways of selecting players in the upper list. You can also sort the list of players by any of its columns. Click on the field header to do it.

e) If a player participating in the tournament is not found in the list, he may be added manually as a new player. To do it, press "New" and full out the player registration form. Leave the field FIDE ID empty for a new player. (ID will be assigned by the FIDE server after the final tournament report is received).

f) In order to delete a player from the tournament table, select him in the list (lower list) and press "Remove".

g) In case there are errors/inconsistencies in the player information, you must inform FIDE of the fact. In order to ensure use of correct player's information in that particular tournament it is possible make corrections to player information. Select a player in the tournament players' list, press "Edit" and make the necessary correction.

h) To move a player in the tournament table up or down, first, select the player and press "Position Up" or "Position Down" as many times as necessary.

i) To sort the list of players by their rating, click "Sort".

j) There is a possibility to use another common database of players. To do it, click "Select Database" and select a file containing the players data. The file must be in text format and have the following fields strictly in order listed below:  

1- Player's number,
2- Last name and first name of player,
3- Player's FIDE ID,
4- Rating,
5- Title,
6- Federation,
7- Date of Birth (8 characters, e.g. dd.mm.yy, mm.dd.yy, mmddyyyy)
8- Player's gender.

Fields must be separated by a tabulation (Tab) symbol. You do not have to fill out all the fields. In case you wish to leave a field empty, leave a space character in it.

3. How to pair players automatically.

a) Select from menu "Players/Pairing…". The upper part of the screen will show two identical lists of players of the tournament, the lower part will screen will show an unfilled round protocol.
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b) If necessary select the number of round.

c) Press "Make". This will launch player's pairing. Round Robin pairing is performed for all rounds at once. Swiss and Knock-out pairings are performed for the current round only, as the pairing for these systems depends on the results of previous rounds. Please remember that correct pairing requires all the results of previous rounds to be inputted.

4. How to make a manual pairing or modify an automatic pairing

a) Select from menu "Players/Pairing…"

b) If necessary, select round number.

c) In the left upper list select white player, in the right upper list select black player. Then press the button "Add Pair" or Ctrl+A on keyboard.

d) To delete a pair from the pairing list, select a pair and press "Remove Pair" or Ctrl+R on keyboard. 

e) In order to swap colors of a pair select a pair and press "Switch Pair". In order to swap colors of all pairs press "Switch All". 

f) If you need to move a pair up or down the pairing list, press "Up" or "Down" in the field "Move Position". At this moment if the option "Match&Table" is selected, numeration of matches and table will be preserved. If the option "Match Only" is selected, there will be no moving, only changing of match number. The latter mode may come in handy when making a tie-break pairing.

g) In case a round consists of more than one game (as for instance in the knock-out system), the pairing of the previous game of the round may be copied. To do it, select the next number of game in the round in the field "Game" and press "Duplicate". If it is necessary to change colors, click "Switch All" after that.

h) Not all the pairs of the round play in tie-breaks. Therefore to preserve numeration of tables, set the flag "Tie Break".

i) If numeration of matches does not coincide with the numbers of tables, and always stay the same throughout the tournament, you may set the match 1 number in the round in the field "First Match" and press "Renumber Matches". 

5. How to input round results.

a) Select from menu “Players/Results…”.
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b) If necessary, select number of round and number of game in the round.

c) If there are electronic chess boards and game notation in PGN format, results can be inputted automatically by pressing "Get Results" button.

d) To enter the results manually, select a pair and press "Edit Result" or somply press "Enter" on your keyboard. 
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e) In the window that opens use "Up" and "Down" buttons to select a required result, then press "OK" or "Enter".

f) In order to input results quicker, you may select a pair and then just press a button. 
Below is the list of buttons and the corresponding results to be inputted:

"0" – for the result 0-1
"=" – for the result 1/2-1/2 
"1" – for the result 1-0
"+" – white win without a game +/-
"-" – black win without a game -/+
"F" – both opponents lose without a game 0-0
"W" – win without an opponent Bye-W
"L" – loss without an opponent Bye-L
"D" – draw without an opponent Bye-D
"*" – no result

After pressing the button cursor will automatically move to the next line.

ATTENTION: Game results in Swiss and knock-out tournaments must be inputted before performing pairing of the next round.

All the inputted results make up the tournament table (darker fields stand for black). This table can be displayed on the screen by selecting from the menu Players/Score Table…
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6. How to view standings.

a) Select from menu "Players/Standing…".
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b) The table shows data according to game results for a chosen round in the field "Round".

c) The data may be sorted by rating of players or by tie criteria set in the configuration window.

d) In order to select fields shown in standing and change order of their appearance, press "Customize". 
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e) To save information shown on the screen press "Save to file".

How to print out tournament documentation.

a) Whatever window you are in, if there is a button with the printer icon, use it to print out the document. Once you click it, you will get a window with a preview of the document.
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b) You may try the other way of starting printing, select from menu "Reports/Print…". In the window that appears select the number of round and, if necessary, number of game and date of the round. When printing out round protocols and tie-break protocols you may specify whether you want to print out results or you wish to get an empty blank. You specify this by checking or unchecking the flag "Print Score".

c) Select a printing form. Remember that the bulleting will be printed out only if there are games of the tournament in PGN format. 

d) Press "Print". After that you will get a preview window. Start printing by pressing the button with the printer icon.

How to upload the results of the tournament to the FIDE server.

a) Select from menu "Reports/Report to FIDE…".
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b) In the window that appears select the type of information you wish to upload: list of players, final/intermediate result, or games of the tournament in PGN format.

c) Press "Send" and wait for the server's response.

How to password-protect entrance into the tournament administration.

a) After entering a tournament (new tournaments do not have passwords) select from menu "Tournament/Property/Security…"
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b) In the window that appears specify username, password and password confirmation, i.e. the same password once again. Next time you enter this tournament you will have to specify these username and password. Access for you and for other users without correct username and password will be disallowed.



